About scripophily:
‘Scripophily‘ is the name given to describe the collecting of
old bond and share certificates. While for years stockbrokers
and investors kept attractive shares at random, serious collecting only started in the late 1970s. The publication in 1976
of two catalogues in Germany listing and illustrating bonds
issued by pre-revolutionary China and Russia is regarded as
the official starting point. Two years later, the Financial Times
held a competition to come up with a name for this new hobby. The winning entry was ‘scripophily’, a combination of the
English word ‘scrip’ (representing an ownership right) and
the Greek word ‘philos’ (to love). Also in 1978, the International Bond & Share Society (IBSS) was founded in London,
bringing together the first enthusiast collectors from around
the world. Serious collections began to be put together in
the 1980s and 1990s, especially in Western Europe and the
United States. During that period the hobby has grown enormously. There are now tens of thousands collectors from all
continents, hundreds of dealers, collector societies in many
countries and several professional auction houses.
Why collect antique shares & bonds ?
By collecting historic shares and bonds, you learn about finance, history and geography, technology and industry, at
the same time helping to preserve the financial and economic
heritage for future generations.
Many of these documents are produced to very high technical
standards (lithography or steel-engraving), while some of the
older ones (especially 18th century) are printed on vellum.
Most collected pieces have a variety of illustrations and are
true works of art. These decorative pieces are often designed
by well-known artists and reflect the art style of the period in
which they were issued (for instance Art Nouveau/Jugendstil
or Art Déco). Some are even signed by celebrities such as John
D. Rockefeller, Thomas Edison, J.W. Goethe, A. Michelin,…
It is possible to find historic shares from all possible industries. The number of pieces issued however, is almost always
lower than that of comparable fields such as coins, banknotes
and stamps. Hence collectable shares and bonds have strong
investment opportunities. Because of computerisation (there
are almost no more physical certificates issued today), these
documents will become increasingly rare. Also, the number
of scripophily collectors is very likely to continue to grow in
future years as this is, compared to stamp collecting, numismatics, bibliophilia,… a much younger hobby.
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About us:
The Centrum voor Scriptofilie BVBA was incorporated in
1984 by Erik Boone as the world’s first truly international
auction house for historic share and bond certificates. We
currently conduct two live auctions each year in Antwerp
(Belgium). For many years, our auctions count, in terms of
number of participating collectors, quality of the lots offered
and turnover reached, amongst the top 3 worldwide. Since
the year 2000, the managing director has been Mario Boone.
As a great enthusiast of financial history, he writes, together
with his international research team, some of the best researched auction catalogues in this field. As a result, the company’s annual auction turnover increased by an impressive
572% between 2001 and 2008, or on average 34% per year.
This clearly indicates the very strong position the Centrum
voor Scriptofilie holds in the growing market of scripophily
collectors.

Centrum
voor Scriptofilie
for 25 years your specialist in worldwide antique shares & bonds.
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Contact details:
Mario Boone, Centrum voor Scriptofilie BVBA
Kouter 126, B-9800 Deinze, Belgium,
tel 0032 (0)9 386 90 91
fax 0032 (0)9 386 97 66
mario.boone@skynet.be
www.booneshares.com
Free Silver Jubilee Auction Catalogue on request!

Eaux Minerales de Genval,
designed by Brussels Art Nouveau artist
Paul Cauchie.

Program: opening reception - live auctions - joint evening
dinner & party - book presentations - charity auction International Bond & Share Society breakfast meeting Europe’s biggest bourse - Scripo Club de France meeting
Home-Décor S.A., Paris, 1898 – one of the most artistic shares ever discovered. Our upcoming auction will also include pieces designed by famous
Jugendstil artists such as Alphonse Mucha, Otto Eckmann, Tamagno, Paul
Cauchie, and many others.

If you were thinking of visiting us, this is the time!
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“Best of the Best” Silver Jubilee Auction – PREVIEW

Founder share in the Stockton & Darlington Railway (UK, 1830),
the world’s first railroad, highlight of the fantastic British railroad
collection we’ll be offering.

This is a previously unseen share in
the very first Russian railroad, built to link
the palace of Tsar Nicolas I in St. Petersburg
to his summer residence.
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Founder share of Fortis AG (1830),
issued to the Dutch King Willem I
with transfer notes to the two next
Dutch Kings.

We will offer roughly 100 pieces from the 18th century and before.
These are the very first shares and bonds ever issued by private
companies or governments. Hence they reflect the start of capitalism
as we know it today.

Extremely rare share of famous
Swiss chocolate manufacturer Tobler.
One of many famous companies today,
paper evidence of their history, will be
offered on this occasion.

Issued to and personally signed by American inventor Thomas Edison.
Other shares include original signatures of Wall Street legends Cornelius
Commodore Vanderbilt, John D. Rockefeller, Daniel Drew,
William Fargo and James Fisk but also Buffalo Bill, Buster Keaton,
William Boeing and the French painter Edouard Manet.

For many years, Germany has had
the strongest scripophily market.
Hence, it has been almost impossible
for anybody to find many German top
pieces elsewhere. Therefore,
we are very proud that, for the very
first time outside Germany, a very
large selection of historically
important, early, artistic and
extremely rare German pieces will be
offered at very competitive start prices.

We will be offering a number of important private
collections, including Ottoman Empire/Turkey,
Russian banks, worldwide diamond companies,
Belgian railroad shares and a Cuban bank collection.
They all are - at the very least - top 3 in their field.
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